
Lecture Series 9
Cellular Pathways That Cellular Pathways That 

Harvest Chemical Energy



Reading AssignmentsReading Assignments
•• Review Chapter 3Review Chapter 3pp

Energy, Catalysis, & BiosynthesisEnergy, Catalysis, & Biosynthesis

•• Read Chapter 13Read Chapter 13
How Cells obtain Energy from FoodHow Cells obtain Energy from FoodHow Cells obtain Energy from FoodHow Cells obtain Energy from Food

•• Read Chapter 14Read Chapter 14Read Chapter 14Read Chapter 14
Energy Generation in Mitochondria & Energy Generation in Mitochondria & 
ChloroplastsChloroplastsChloroplastsChloroplasts



A  Energy and Energy ConversionsA. Energy and Energy Conversions

•• Energy is the capacity to do work (cause change). Energy is the capacity to do work (cause change). 

•• Potential energy is the energy of state or Potential energy is the energy of state or gy gygy gy
position; it includes energy stored in chemical position; it includes energy stored in chemical 
bonds. bonds. Examples are chemical (candy bar or 
gasoline) or elevated mass.g

•• Kinetic energy is the energy of motion. Examples Kinetic energy is the energy of motion. Examples 
are heat, light and electricity.are heat, light and electricity.g yg y

• Potential energy can be converted to kinetic 
energy and vice versa.energy and vice versa.



A  Energy and Energy ConversionsA. Energy and Energy Conversions

• The first law of thermodynamics tells us • The first law of thermodynamics tells us 
energy cannot be created or destroyed. 
[Except when mass is converted to p
energy, as in the sun where hydrogen is 
converted to helium with some mass 
converted to energy ]converted to energy.]

• The second tells us that, in a closed 
 h   f  l bl  system, the quantity of energy available 

to do work decreases and unusable energy 
increases  Entropic doom = the disorder increases. Entropic doom = the disorder 
or entropy of the universe is increasing.



The two laws of thermodynamicsy

Heat co2

+
Chemical
energy H2O

(a) First law of thermodynamics:
Energy can be transferred or 
transformed but neither created

Second law of thermodynamics: Every energy transfer or 
transformation increases the disorder (entropy) of the universe. 
For example disorder is added to the cheetah’s surroundings in

(b)

transformed but neither created 
nor destroyed. For example, the 
chemical (potential) energy 
in food will be converted to the 
kinetic energy of the cheetah’s 

For example, disorder is added to the cheetah’s surroundings in 
the form of heat and the small molecules that are the by-products
of metabolism.

gy
movement in (b).



A  Energy and Energy ConversionsA. Energy and Energy Conversions

• Living things obey the laws of 
thermodynamics. 

• Cells & Organisms are open systems.





A  Energy and Energy ConversionsA. Energy and Energy Conversions

•• Changes in free energy, total energy Changes in free energy, total energy 
(enthalpy), temperature, and entropy are (enthalpy), temperature, and entropy are 
related by the equationrelated by the equation G =G = HH –– TTSSrelated by the equationrelated by the equation G =G = H H TTSS..

• Spontaneous, exergonic reactions release 
f   d h   i G Nfree energy and have a negative G. Non-
spontaneous, endergonic reactions take up 
free energy  have a positive G, and free energy, have a positive G, and 
proceed only if free energy is provided.





A  Energy and Energy ConversionsA. Energy and Energy Conversions

• The change in free energy of a reaction 
determines its point of chemical 

ilib i  t hi h f d d  equilibrium, at which forward and reverse 
reactions proceed at the same rate. 

• For spontaneous, exergonic reactions, the 
equilibrium point lies toward completion. q p p



Free energy changes (G) in exergonic and 
endergonic reactions
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(a) Exergonic reaction: energy released
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Progress of the reaction
(b) Endergonic reaction: energy required



Ordered (living) systems can be built as long as the net disorder of 
the universe is increased in the process of building that order. 
Thus living systems adhere to the second law of thermodynamics  Thus living systems adhere to the second law of thermodynamics. 
If living systems did not adhere, then it wouldn’t be a “law”. Laws 
are observations or rules that have been found over hundreds of 
years of experimentation not to be violated.years of experimentation not to be violated.

Courtesy D. Williams



B  ATP: Transferring Energy B. ATP: Transferring Energy 
in Cells

•• ATP serves as an energy currency in cells.ATP serves as an energy currency in cells.

•• Hydrolysis of ATP releases a relatively Hydrolysis of ATP releases a relatively 
large amount of free energy.large amount of free energy.large amount of free energy.large amount of free energy.





B  ATP: Transferring B. ATP: Transferring 
Energy in Cells
• The ATP cycle couples exergonic and 

endergonic reactions  transferring free endergonic reactions, transferring free 
energy from the exergonic to the 
endergonic reactionendergonic reaction.



The way energy is supplied for the formation of glutamine 
is the following:  Glutamate is converted to a phosphate 
derivative, which makes the molecule electrophilic. 
Ammonia, because it is nucleophilic, can now attack the 
phosphate derivative  forming glutamine (GLN)phosphate derivative, forming glutamine (GLN).



Cellular Pathways In GeneralCellular Pathways In General

•• Metabolic pathways occur in small steps, Metabolic pathways occur in small steps, 
each catalyzed by a specific enzyme.each catalyzed by a specific enzyme.

•• Metabolic pathways are often Metabolic pathways are often 
compartmentalized and are highly compartmentalized and are highly 
regulatedregulatedregulated.regulated.





C  Obtaining Energy and C. Obtaining Energy and 
Electrons from Glucose
•• When glucose burns, energy is released as When glucose burns, energy is released as 

heat and light:heat and light:gg
CC66HH1212OO66 + 6 O+ 6 O22  6 CO6 CO22 + 6 H+ 6 H220 + energy0 + energy

•• The same equation applies to the The same equation applies to the 
metabolism of glucose by cells, but the metabolism of glucose by cells, but the g yg y
reaction is accomplished in many separate reaction is accomplished in many separate 
steps so that the energy can be captured steps so that the energy can be captured 

 ATP ith i i l l   h t ATP ith i i l l   h tas ATP with minimal loss as heat.as ATP with minimal loss as heat.





Energy flow and chemical recycling in ecosystems



An introduction to electron transport chains



C  Obtaining Energy and C. Obtaining Energy and 
Electrons from Glucose
•• As a material is oxidized, the electrons it As a material is oxidized, the electrons it 

loses transfer to another material, which loses transfer to another material, which 
is thereby reduced. is thereby reduced. 

•• Such redox reactions transfer a lot of Such redox reactions transfer a lot of 
energy. Much of the energy liberated by energy. Much of the energy liberated by 
the oxidation of the reducing agent is the oxidation of the reducing agent is 

pt d i  th  d ti  f th  xidi i  pt d i  th  d ti  f th  xidi i  captured in the reduction of the oxidizing captured in the reduction of the oxidizing 
agent.agent.



Redox Rxns: Transfer Electrons AND Energy



C  Obtaining Energy and C. Obtaining Energy and 
Electrons from Glucose
•• The coenzyme NAD is a key electron carrier The coenzyme NAD is a key electron carrier 

in biological redox reactions. in biological redox reactions. gg
•• It exists in two forms, one oxidized (NADIt exists in two forms, one oxidized (NAD++) ) 

and the other reduced (NADH + Hand the other reduced (NADH + H++).).



NAD+ as an electron shuttle



NAD as an Electron Carrier and Redox Couple



D  An Overview: Releasing D. An Overview: Releasing 
Energy from Glucose
•• Glycolysis operates in the presence or Glycolysis operates in the presence or 

absence of Oabsence of O22. . 22

•• Under aerobic conditions, cellular Under aerobic conditions, cellular 
respiration continues the breakdown respiration continues the breakdown 
process.process.







D  An Overview: Releasing D. An Overview: Releasing 
Energy from Glucose
•• Pyruvate oxidation and the citric acid Pyruvate oxidation and the citric acid 

cycle produce COcycle produce CO22 and hydrogen atoms and hydrogen atoms y py p 22 y gy g
carried by NADH and FADHcarried by NADH and FADH22. . 

•• The respiratory chain combines the The respiratory chain combines the 
hydrogens with Ohydrogens with O22, releasing enough , releasing enough 
energy for additional ATP synthesis.energy for additional ATP synthesis.



D  An Overview: Releasing D. An Overview: Releasing 
Energy from Glucose
•• In some cells under anaerobic conditions, In some cells under anaerobic conditions, 

pyruvate can be reduced by NADH to pyruvate can be reduced by NADH to py ypy y
form lactate and regenerate the NAD form lactate and regenerate the NAD 
needed to sustain glycolysis.needed to sustain glycolysis.

•• This is called a fermentation.This is called a fermentation.



D  An Overview: Releasing D. An Overview: Releasing 
Energy from Glucose
•• In eucarya, glycolysis and fermentation In eucarya, glycolysis and fermentation 

occur in the cytoplasm outside of the occur in the cytoplasm outside of the 
it h d i  t  id ti  th  it h d i  t  id ti  th  mitochondria; pyruvate oxidation, the mitochondria; pyruvate oxidation, the 

citric acid cycle, and the respiratory citric acid cycle, and the respiratory 
chain operate in association with chain operate in association with chain operate in association with chain operate in association with 
mitochondria. mitochondria. 

•• In bacteria  glycolysis  fermentation  and In bacteria  glycolysis  fermentation  and In bacteria, glycolysis, fermentation, and In bacteria, glycolysis, fermentation, and 
the citric acid cycle take place in the the citric acid cycle take place in the 
cytoplasm; and pyruvate oxidation and the cytoplasm; and pyruvate oxidation and the y p pyy p py
respiratory chain operate in association respiratory chain operate in association 
with the plasma membrane.with the plasma membrane.





E  Glycolysis: From Glucose E. Glycolysis: From Glucose 
to Pyruvate
•• Glycolysis is a pathway of ten enzymeGlycolysis is a pathway of ten enzyme--

catalyzed reactions located in the catalyzed reactions located in the yy
cytoplasm. cytoplasm. 

•• It provides starting materials for both It provides starting materials for both 
cellular respiration and fermentation.cellular respiration and fermentation.



E  Glycolysis: From Glucose E. Glycolysis: From Glucose 
to Pyruvate
•• The energyThe energy--investing reactions of investing reactions of 

glycolysis use two ATPs per glucose glycolysis use two ATPs per glucose g y y p gg y y p g
molecule and eventually yield two molecule and eventually yield two 
glyceraldehyde 3glyceraldehyde 3--phosphate molecules. phosphate molecules. 

•• In the energyIn the energy--harvesting reactions, two harvesting reactions, two 
NADH molecules are produced, and four NADH molecules are produced, and four 
ATP m l l s  t d b  ATP m l l s  t d b  ATP molecules are generated by ATP molecules are generated by 
substratesubstrate--level phosphorylation. level phosphorylation. 

•• Two pyruvates are produced for each Two pyruvates are produced for each •• Two pyruvates are produced for each Two pyruvates are produced for each 
glucose molecule.glucose molecule.











The energy input and output of glycolysis



Substrate-level phosphorylation



F  Pyruvate OxidationF. Pyruvate Oxidation

The pyruvate dehydrogenase complex The pyruvate dehydrogenase complex •• The pyruvate dehydrogenase complex The pyruvate dehydrogenase complex 
catalyzes three reactions: catalyzes three reactions: 

•• (1) Pyruvate is oxidized to the acetyl group  (1) Pyruvate is oxidized to the acetyl group  •• (1) Pyruvate is oxidized to the acetyl group, (1) Pyruvate is oxidized to the acetyl group, 
releasing one COreleasing one CO22 molecule and energy; molecule and energy; 

•• (2) some of this energy is captured when (2) some of this energy is captured when (2) some of this energy is captured when (2) some of this energy is captured when 
NADNAD++ is reduced to NADH + His reduced to NADH + H++; and ; and 

•• (3) the remaining energy is captured when (3) the remaining energy is captured when (3) the remaining energy is captured when (3) the remaining energy is captured when 
the acetyl group combines with coenzyme A, the acetyl group combines with coenzyme A, 
yielding acetyl CoA.yielding acetyl CoA.y g yy g y



Conversion of pyruvate to acetyl CoA, the junction between glycolysis and the
Krebs aka Citric Acid Cycle





G  The Citric Acid CycleG. The Citric Acid Cycle

•• The energy in acetyl CoA drives the The energy in acetyl CoA drives the 
reaction of acetate with oxaloacetate to reaction of acetate with oxaloacetate to 

d  it t  d  it t  produce citrate. produce citrate. 
•• The citric acid cycle is a series of The citric acid cycle is a series of 

reactions in which citrate is oxidized and reactions in which citrate is oxidized and reactions in which citrate is oxidized and reactions in which citrate is oxidized and 
oxaloacetate regenerated. oxaloacetate regenerated. 

•• It produces two COIt produces two CO  one FADH one FADH  three  three •• It produces two COIt produces two CO22 , one FADH, one FADH22, three , three 
NADH, and one ATP for each acetyl CoA.NADH, and one ATP for each acetyl CoA.











A summary of the Citric Acid Cycle



H. The Respiratory Chain: Electrons, H. The Respiratory Chain  Electrons, 
Proton Pumping, and ATP

•• NADH + HNADH + H++ and FADHand FADH22 from glycolysis, from glycolysis, 
pyruvate oxidation, and the citric acid pyruvate oxidation, and the citric acid pypy
cycle are oxidized by the respiratory cycle are oxidized by the respiratory 
chain, regenerating NADchain, regenerating NAD++ and FAD. and FAD. 

•• Most of the enzymes and other electron Most of the enzymes and other electron 
carriers of the chain are part of the carriers of the chain are part of the 
i  mit h d i l m mb  i  mit h d i l m mb  inner mitochondrial membrane. inner mitochondrial membrane. 

•• OO22 is the final acceptor of electrons and is the final acceptor of electrons and 
protons  forming Hprotons  forming H OOprotons, forming Hprotons, forming H22O.O.



The Oxidation of NADH + H+



The Complete Respiratory Chain



H. The Respiratory Chain: Electrons, H. The Respiratory Chain  Electrons, 
Proton Pumping, and ATP

•• The chemiosmotic mechanism couples proton The chemiosmotic mechanism couples proton 
t t t  id ti  h h l ti  t t t  id ti  h h l ti  transport to oxidative phosphorylation. transport to oxidative phosphorylation. 

•• As the electrons move along the respiratory As the electrons move along the respiratory 
h i  th  l s    t d b  t  h i  th  l s    t d b  t  chain, they lose energy,  captured by proton chain, they lose energy,  captured by proton 

pumps that actively transport Hpumps that actively transport H++ out of the out of the 
mitochondrial matrix  establishing a gradient mitochondrial matrix  establishing a gradient mitochondrial matrix, establishing a gradient mitochondrial matrix, establishing a gradient 
of proton concentration and electric charge: of proton concentration and electric charge: 
the protonthe proton--motive force or PMF.motive force or PMF.pp



The Chemiosmotic Mechanism Produces ATP



The Chemiosmotic Mechanism Produces ATP

“OxPhos”
ATPATP

synthesis



H. The Respiratory Chain: Electrons, H. The Respiratory Chain  Electrons, 
Proton Pumping, and ATP

•• The protonThe proton--motive force causes protons to motive force causes protons to 
diffuse back into the mitochondrial diffuse back into the mitochondrial 
interior through the membrane channel interior through the membrane channel 
protein ATP synthase, which couples that protein ATP synthase, which couples that 
diff i  t  th  d ti  f ATP  diff i  t  th  d ti  f ATP  diffusion to the production of ATP. diffusion to the production of ATP. 

•• Several key experiments demonstrate that Several key experiments demonstrate that 
it is h mi sm sis th t p d s ATPit is h mi sm sis th t p d s ATPit is chemiosmosis that produces ATP.it is chemiosmosis that produces ATP.







An overview of cellular respiration



I  Fermentation: ATP from I. Fermentation: ATP from 
Glucose, without O2
•• Many organisms and some cells live Many organisms and some cells live 

without Owithout O22, deriving energy from , deriving energy from 22 g gyg gy
glycolysis and fermentation. glycolysis and fermentation. 

•• Together, these pathways partly oxidize Together, these pathways partly oxidize 
glucose and generate energyglucose and generate energy--containing containing 
products. products. 

  ll    ll  •• Fermentation reactions anaerobically Fermentation reactions anaerobically 
oxidize the NADH + Hoxidize the NADH + H++ produced in produced in 
glycolysisglycolysisglycolysis.glycolysis.



Fermentation



Fermentation



Pyruvate as a key juncture in catabolism



J  Contrasting Energy YieldsJ. Contrasting Energy Yields

•• For each molecule of glucose used, For each molecule of glucose used, 
fermentation yields 2 molecules of ATP. fermentation yields 2 molecules of ATP. 

•• In contrast, glycolysis operating with In contrast, glycolysis operating with 
pyruvate oxidation, the citric acid cycle, pyruvate oxidation, the citric acid cycle, 
and the respiratory chain yields up to 36 and the respiratory chain yields up to 36 and the respiratory chain yields up to 36 and the respiratory chain yields up to 36 
or 38.or 38.



Review: How each molecule of glucose yields many ATP molecules during
cellular respiration



K  Metabolic PathwaysK. Metabolic Pathways

•• Catabolic pathways feed into the Catabolic pathways feed into the 
respiratory pathways. respiratory pathways. 

•• Polysaccharides are broken down into Polysaccharides are broken down into 
glucose, which enters glycolysis. glucose, which enters glycolysis. 
Gl l f  f  l   l l i  Gl l f  f  l   l l i  •• Glycerol from fats also enters glycolysis, Glycerol from fats also enters glycolysis, 
and acetyl CoA from fatty acid and acetyl CoA from fatty acid 
degradation enters the citric acid cycle  degradation enters the citric acid cycle  degradation enters the citric acid cycle. degradation enters the citric acid cycle. 

•• Proteins enter glycolysis and the citric Proteins enter glycolysis and the citric 
acid cycle via amino acidsacid cycle via amino acidsacid cycle via amino acids.acid cycle via amino acids.



The catabolism of various food molecules



K  Metabolic PathwaysK. Metabolic Pathways

•• Anabolic pathways use intermediate Anabolic pathways use intermediate 
components of respiratory metabolism to components of respiratory metabolism to 

th i  f t  i  id  d th  th i  f t  i  id  d th  synthesize fats, amino acids, and other synthesize fats, amino acids, and other 
essential building blocks for cellular essential building blocks for cellular 
structure and functionstructure and functionstructure and function.structure and function.



L  Regulating Energy PathwaysL. Regulating Energy Pathways

•• The rates of glycolysis and the citric acid The rates of glycolysis and the citric acid 
cycle are increased or decreased by the cycle are increased or decreased by the 

ti  f ATP  ADP  NADti  f ATP  ADP  NAD++   NADH  H  NADH  H++actions of ATP, ADP, NADactions of ATP, ADP, NAD++, or NADH + H, or NADH + H++

on allosteric enzymes.on allosteric enzymes.
•• Evolution has led to metabolic efficiencyEvolution has led to metabolic efficiency•• Evolution has led to metabolic efficiency.Evolution has led to metabolic efficiency.



L  Regulating Energy PathwaysL. Regulating Energy Pathways

•• Inhibition of the glycolytic enzyme Inhibition of the glycolytic enzyme 
phosphofructokinase by abundant ATP phosphofructokinase by abundant ATP 
f  id ti  h h l ti  l  f  id ti  h h l ti  l  from oxidative phosphorylation slows from oxidative phosphorylation slows 
glycolysis. ADP activates this enzyme, glycolysis. ADP activates this enzyme, 
speeding up glycolysis  speeding up glycolysis  speeding up glycolysis. speeding up glycolysis. 

•• The citric acid cycle enzyme isocitrate The citric acid cycle enzyme isocitrate 
dehydrogenase is inhibited by ATP and dehydrogenase is inhibited by ATP and dehydrogenase is inhibited by ATP and dehydrogenase is inhibited by ATP and 
NADH and activated by ADP and NADNADH and activated by ADP and NAD++..

•• Citrate also inhibits PFK.Citrate also inhibits PFK.C trate also nh b ts PFK.C trate also nh b ts PFK.



Citrate



Isocitrate DH




